Across
1  Kept chattering
7  Wisecrackers
11  The Gem St.
14  Recently
15  French diarist
17  Of "Survivor" teams
18  Eastwood's maverick cop
19  TRAVEL BY DROMEDARY
21  CHEETAH'S RUNNING MEASURE
22  Fruit of a rose
23  Ivy League grads
25  Ender meaning "belief"
26  Magazine supporters
27  "Pravda" founder
29  Sandy shade
31  Sole portion
32  Father of Zeus
33  Title of puzzle
36  Makeshift Frisbee
37  Watery rings
38  Uneasy feeling
39  Board flaws
40  Major success
43  Quaint assent
44  Flaky mineral
45  Caesar's "good"
46  NOT-AT-ALL-LOUD NECKWEAR
49  CITRUS JUGGLER'S ROUTINE
52  Hopeful
54  Sartre play
55  Legislative enactments
56  AL East city
57  "__ be silly not to"
58  Iconic marshal
59  Threw out

6  Supermarket section with slicers
7  WWII auxiliary
8  Aleve alternative
9  Fancy fundraisers
10  Delta material
11  Secluded
12  Acting class subject
13  Wings without feathers
16  "Casablanca" pianist
20  Precept
24  LO-CAL KIDS' LUNCH
27  Maximum or minimum
28  Exuberant spirit
29  Sausages, for short
30  Ages and ages
31  Is becoming to
32  Bloke
33  Film fan
34  Yellow pages for notes
35  Atoll material
36  Hand over bills
37  Sausage
38  Elaborate deceptions
39  Fire up
41  Summed (up)
42  Mazda model
45  Dishwasher sounds
47  Col. Aldrin alma mater
48  Steadfast
50  Part of 47 Down
51  Prefix for cross
53  About 5 mL

Down
1  "I see"
2  Trepid
3  Aerial photography fleet
4  Innocents
5  Series shortener

6  Supermarket section with slicers
7  WWII auxiliary
8  Aleve alternative
9  Fancy fundraisers
10  Delta material
11  Secluded
12  Acting class subject
13  Wings without feathers
16  "Casablanca" pianist
20  Precept
24  LO-CAL KIDS' LUNCH
27  Maximum or minimum
28  Exuberant spirit
29  Sausages, for short
30  Ages and ages
31  Is becoming to
32  Bloke
33  Film fan
34  Yellow pages for notes
35  Atoll material
36  Hand over bills
37  Sausage
38  Elaborate deceptions
39  Fire up
41  Summed (up)
42  Mazda model
45  Dishwasher sounds
47  Col. Aldrin alma mater
48  Steadfast
50  Part of 47 Down
51  Prefix for cross
53  About 5 mL